Welcome to the Fenix Global Company Ltd.
We would like to offer for your attention a list of different kinds of services, our
news in security sphere, our initiatives as well as possibilities of obtaining a
vacancy in security
business.
Fenix Global Company Ltd. was founded in Bulgaria in 2016 by veterans and
former officers of special marine, army and police force.
Fenix Global Company Ltd. is an international corporation offering a big range
of specialized services, mainly aimed at revealing, locating and preventing
potential threats, security for private persons and infrastructures in higher risk
areas.
Fenix Global Company Ltd. stands out by consolidating especially talented,
purposeful professionals who united their efforts and obtained work experience
in security sphere in one strategic direction.
Our officers recently served in specialized military and police force and have
great experience in carrying out missions and operations in higher risk areas.

VIP Security Officer
Specialists of the FGC has provided V.I.P security officer in high and low threat
environments all over the world.
This enables FGC to provide a comprehensive and relevant training package
that is backed by years of real world experience in conducting all levels of V.I.P
security officer.
This course will cover the full range of the basic principles of executive protection, focused on
protecting the principle from harm.
Students will work as members of a team, conducting practical training in each role to ensure full
comprehension of every aspect of V.I.P security officer
Topics
-

Principles of V.I.P security officer
Protection formations
Threat Assessment and Vulnerabilities
Advances, surveys, preparation, planning and exercise
Residential and travel security
Motorcade procedures
Arrivals / Departures procedure
Cover and evacuation drills
Individual firearms training
Group firearms training
Close, middle and high distance reflection attacks
Radio communications procedures
Training in realistic every day situation
First AID
The lectures will be conducted in the classroom, urban area and shooting range.
Number of trainees: Minimum 4 - Maximum 16
WEAPONS: Pistol – Glock 17/ Carbine–Z15 Zombie Hunter
METHODS: This course will be taught using theoretical and practical exercises.
GEAR: Casual clothing (no jeans), rain/weather gear and business clothing
(slacks, jacket, tie and appropriate shoes), tactical cargo pants, tactical belt.

Maritime Security Operative
The corporate maritime security industry has a vast array of different types of
weapons.
The applicant needs to be trained on all weapons to feel confident to operate them
safely in a hostile environment.
As a duty of care to yourself, if you cannot operate weapons such as the FNFAL, M4,
AK47, H&K G3, you may want to obtain some extra training before attending a Maritime
Firearms Competency Course which has a pass/fail criteria!
Topics
- Carbine Mechanics
- Safe Handling
- Shooting Fundamentals
- Shooting Positions
- Recoil Management
- Administrative/Speed/Tactical Reload
- Malfunctions
- Tactical Use of Cover
- Shooting on the Move
- Shooting on Multiple Targets
- Disassembly/Assembly
- Weapon Maintenance
- Theory of TCCC
- Care Under Fire
- Tactical Field Care
- Massive Hemorrhage Management (Use of Tourniquet, Gauzes, Celox etc)
- Pneumothorax
- Rules & Regulations in Maritime Security
- Duration: 5 days
- Rules of Use of Force
- Carbines: M4A2, AK47, H&K G3A3, FNFAL
- Preparation of Vessel Passive Security
- Number of trainees: Minimum 4 / Maximum 16
- Piracy Drill
- Medical Drill
Suggested Gear: Tactical pants with belt, t-shirt,
long sleeve shirt, tactical vest, tactical gloves,
tactical boots, earplugs, ballistic glasses, cap

Firearms Competency
This training course is designed for employees of companies which providing
maritime security services in the high-risk areas.
The main purpose of this course is to improve the skills of employees in the
manual of firearms evolution, as well as the management of fire in stress situations.
OBJECTIVE OF THE COURSE is to develop skills of employees by performing tactical
tasks to firing at a moving targets in a poor visibility conditions, pitching/rolling and in the condition of
firing from the enemy site; firing at long, medium, short and ultra short distances.
Topics
- Safety in handling weapons;
- weapon familiarization;
- shooting fundamentals
- shooting positions and transitioning to shooting positions;
- aiming & trigger control;
- magazine changes (administrative, tactic, emergency);
- shooting from cover, shooting position
- shooting on the move;
- choosing the positions, shelters to repel the attack.

- Duration: 2 days
- Course is taking place in Ukraine, Kyiv
- Rifles: AK 7.62x39, M4A1 5.56x45, H&K G3
7.62x51 and FN FALL 7.62x51
- Pistols: GLOCK 17 (9x19)
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